RENNICKS ACTIVE CYCLE PATH STUDS

THE SMART WAY
TO DELINEATE
CYCLE PATHS

RENNICKS-BRIGHT THINKING FOR
A SAFER CYCLING ENVIRONMENT
Across the UK, calls are being made by the cycling community for
action to ensure cycle pathways are more accessible after dark
making cycling a viable method of transport during night-time hours.
The Sustrans report - “Lighting of Cycle Paths” says that, in urban
and urban fringe areas, if cycling is to play an important role as an
alternative to the car for short journeys then it must be promoted as
an around-the-clock means of transport – and for cycle journeys
made after dark, especially during the winter months, it should be
possible to justify the lighting of many cycle routes.
The report points out a number of benefits of solar studs compared
to traditional lighting:
• A lower impact on wildlife

Speaking to cyclists we are told that a common problem is that the
cycle path they use regularly is generally fine to use in the mornings,
but during dark winter nights, they are much more reluctant to take
that route home.
Solar Cycle Path Studs offer the latest technology to address this
concern, giving a highly-effective method of surface illumination,
particularly at night or during bad weather.
Our SR Active Road Stud range has been developed to meet the
requirements of cycle paths and Guided Highways for cyclists, as
well as campuses, tunnels and other locations where safety and
enhanced navigation are important.

Bright guided highways for cyclists

• No operational costs
• Lower maintenance implications
Rennicks UK’s SR range of solar powered Active Cycle Path Studs
deliver a safe, sustainable and economical method of effective
delineation across a wide-variety of environments, with bright dual
LEDs lighting up the way, leading cyclists safely along their route.

• Ideal for reduced visibility & night time safety
• Effective delineation & segregation for faster travelling
• Anti-slip finish available
• Solar powered & hardwired models
• Dual & 360° programmable LED options
• Up to 10 Years Life

SR-20i & SR15i New Intelligent Studs
SR-20i
One of the brightest and most
reliable cycle path studs. Solar
powered or hardwired, fully
maintainable in-situ with
architectural and anti-slip
coatings available.

SR-45 & SR-48
The SR-45 unidirectional and
the SR-48 bi-directional hard
wired studs are intelligent and
powerful, with numerous LED
colour combinations.

Call Rennicks today on:

01928 579966
email:ruksales@rennicksmts.com
www.rennicksuk.com

Stuart Road, Manor Park, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1TS

• Wake Up Function • Automatic Brightness Control
• User Set Operating Hours
• Flash/Always ON programmable function after installation

SR-15i
Excellent Night Time Luminance.
Cost effective dual bi-directional
LEDs provide all weather
delineation. Solar powered and
tested to withstand upto 60 tonnes.

SR-70
360˚ degree viewing for multi
point routes. Hardwired with
capability to change colour
actively i.e. from Blue to Red.

